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Why digitalization?

Internal factors
External factors (EU)Digitalization is the main  

accelerator of today’s 

economy

E-governance 2023 

National Strategy The Digital Agenda for  

Romania 2020

Enhancing consumer satisfaction and 

cutting operational costs

Enhancing investor amenity

Cutting production and distribution costs  

– enhancing productivity

Higher financial inclusion

Providing a level playing field

Less underground economy

Without digitalization, the gap 

between Romania and the 

European Union will widen

EU digital single market – priority in Top 

10

Negative external investor perception 

DESI – Romania ranks last

Digitalization = innovation = low OPEX = 

high ROI = investments

European regulations

Poor 

financial 

literacy
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Context

“A full implementation of the strategic vision on the ITC sector in Romania will

lead to total investment of about €2.4 billion. The direct and indirect impact on

the economy translates into a GDP growth of 13%, more jobs by 11% and less

administrative costs by 12%, during 2014-2020.”

The National Strategy on the Digital Agenda for Romania 2020

"Europe is gradually becoming more digital but many countries need to step

up their efforts. All Member States should invest more to fully benefit from

the Digital Single Market. We do not want a two-speed digital Europe. We

should work together to make the EU a digital world leader.“

Andrus Ansip

Vice-President for the Digital Single Market

Romania ranks 27th out of the 28 EU Member States in the European Commission Digital 

Economy and Society Index (DESI) 2019. 
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Why banks?

The national payment system > banks

Banks > accounts > financial inclusion >

more welfare

Digitalization when doing business with

banks > productivity for companies >

boosting lending and investments > more

jobs and new jobs > welfare

Romania’s funding > banks (90%)

Know-how from banks when implementing

digital services and cyber security –

Transposition and enforcement of the

provisions of the new European regulations:

MIF, Reg. SEPA, PSD2, Dir. 92, Dir. NIS etc.

RAB = 24 Commissions = 800 experts

(periodical meetings with ANAF experts in

2016 – RAB-ANAF Protocol, Project on

electronic garnishments)

20% unbanked population at global level; went down in the last three years, due to

technology and digitalization

In Romania, the weight of the unbanked population stands at 40%, compared to

10% the EU average. Romania has been going down? How?

-12% the participation rate of consumers’ online transactions in Romania against

55% in the EU; 94% cash transactions in Romania, against 68% in Western EU;

-7% the participation rate of SMEs to online transactions in Romania against 17%

in the EU; the lowest number of enterprises with a high level of digital intensity

-5% shrinking of the underground market by increasing electronic payments at

least by 10% per annum and, for 4 years in a row

€62 billion – the value of European banks’ investments in IT in 2018 – Celent

Research 2015
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The RAB project strategy

Legal modernization is the 

main accelerator

Banks’ role and their projects 

for economic prosperity

Financial

literacy

Digital 

Agenda

Lending

PPP

Lending

SMSs

Lending

EU funds
Prosperity
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• EGDI, the UN index, is an instrument for the identification of  the challenges in digital governance and for supporting 
countries’ efforts towards progress in this field

• In Romania, the digital education level is low (67th place), the Romanians use the internet especially to access social 
media and leisure; in addition, Romania faces a big gap between the urban and rural areas with regard to the 
technological infrastructure such as broadband connection (only  40% coverage in rural areas)

• The first 15 places are occupied by Western European countries, besides Australia, Korea and New Zeeland; most of 
these countries have started the digitalization process 15 years ago, cumulating step by step investments in technologies 
together with educating their population and institutions with a view to facilitate their embracing the digital 
environment 

What?
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What?

The E-Government Development Index is a composite 

index measuring progress in digitalisation  

Human 

capital

27/28

Technology 

integration 

27/28

Internet usage

28/28

Online service 

index

27/28

Connectivity

22/28
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What? Where can we act?

One of the highest subscription rates to high-speed

broadband services in the EU

More and more individuals use mobile broadband

services

The available spectrum has been going up

Coverage of fixed and mobile broadband networks

(4G) continues being one of the lowest in the EU

Connectivity 22/28 Human capital 27/28

More and more people use the internet

There is a relatively large number of graduates in

science, technology, mathematics and engineering,

but this index is lower than last year

The digital competence level has been going up, but

we continue to rank on the penultimate position in the

EU
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What? Where can we act?

The social media and video calls are used intensely

Internet users in Romania deploy less online activity

compared to the EU average

The online activity related to electronic commerce and

electronic banking services is the lowest

Internet usage 28/28 Technology integration 27/28

Romania has not closed some of the gaps

against the EU as regards the digitalization of

enterprises, especially when it comes to the

usage of the cloud computing technology and

exploitation of online marketing channels

The turnover in online selling went up
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What? Where can we act?

Romania made significant progress as regards

the availability of open data

The offer and usage of e-government services

continue to be low

The number of people who submit filled out

forms to the public authorities over the internet

remains constant

Digital public services 28/28
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Best practices across the EU

Enhancing digital 

education via programmes 

funded by the EU (Finland, 

Ireland, Poland, Portugal, 

Slovenia) 

Involvement in pilot 

projects related to 

innovation and  

competitiveness (Italy)

National platforms for  

interoperability between 

public services (Portugal, the 

Netherlands, Slovenia)

Exercises to simulate a 

cyber attack (Finland) 

Using structural funds to 

increase the high speed 

internet networks (Ireland, 

Lithuania) 

Source Implementation of the Digital Agenda, Actions under the Responsibility of the Member States –

Deloitte - A study prepared for the European Commission DG Communications Networks, Content & 

Technology
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How?

Providing for citizens and organisations

access to electronic public services (e-

Governance services);

Enhancing the coverage of broadband

high-speed electronic communication

networks;

Increasing the number of cross-border

electronic public services;

Enhancing the digital content and

developing the ITC infrastructures in the

fields of education, healthcare and culture;

Increasing internet usage;

Supporting the going up of the added value

generated by the ITC sector by supporting

research & development and innovation in

this field.

Promoting electronic commerce;

Legal solutionsGovernment

Simplification of the identity authentication and verification

procedures in the KYC procedures

• Accepting the digital environment as a safe environment for the roll out of the know-

your-customer activities and of these procedures deployed by other banks;

• Clarification and simplification of the legislation on outsourcing these procedures;

• Adapting the legislation on information exchange between public and private

institutions for identity verification (by observing the provisions regarding personal

data protection).

Accepting digital documents and customers’ consent in

digital format

• Transfer of documents in digital format;

• Building an automated real-time verification procedure with different institutional

partners;

• Recognition of the consent sent electronically by the customers who connect via

Internet or mobile banking applications.

Simplification of the procedures on proof of customer

revenues

• Accepting the scoring based on the information held by banks related to the

customers with a track record of revenue accounts.

35%
in 2020

80%
in 2020

60%
in 2020

30%
in 2020

Banks
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How?

Inter-ministerial working 

group set up by bringing 

RAB in, dedicated to 

assessing and identifying 

the best solutions to boost 

banking digitalization

Prioritizing banking digitalization in the

projects dealing with digitalizing

Romania

Collaboration and  

cooperation in order to 

harmonize the legislation, 

in parallel with participation 

to the  process of 

transposing into the  

national law some new 

European regulations

Cooperation in order to provide for

cyber security

Financial literacy: RAB promotes

its inclusion as a mandatory

discipline based on the textbook

prepared by the entire financial

industry.
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Romania

European
Union

A full implementation of the strategic vision

regarding ITC in Romania will lead to total

investments between €2.4 billion - € 3.9

billion. The direct and indirect impact upon

the economy translates into a GDP growth of

13%, more jobs by 11% and cutting

administrative costs by 12%, during 2014-

2020

Source: https://www.comunicatii.gov.ro

According to the European Commission, a fully

operational digital single market could contribute

by €415 billion per annum to the EU economy and

could create 3.8 million jobs.

Source: European Banking Federation
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Thank you!


